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This annual review is an overview of the work we’ve done, the challenges
we’ve faced and the progress we’ve made over the past year.
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INTRODUCTION

IN

These are tough times, but they bring real opportunities. For
HR, how we step up and respond will define the contribution
we make as a profession for a generation to come.
Here at the CIPD, we’ve not been immune from the financial
crisis and recession at home and abroad. But we’ve weathered
the storm because we planned well and were able to take
decisive action early to reduce our cost base. As a result,
we entered the year with a secure platform from which to
maintain and improve the services and support we offer to
members. And to play a leading role in ensuring individual HR
professionals, organisations and the profession as a whole are
able to grasp the very real opportunities available now and in
the future.

Click to play

T

he last year has been an extraordinary one globally.
We’ve seen aftershocks from the banking crisis, and
the resultant recession providing the context for every
type of organisation. But more profoundly, we’ve seen a
world where the phrase ‘business as usual’ has threatened to
become something of a misnomer.
Both at a global macroeconomic level, and at the level
of individual organisations across the private, public and
voluntary sectors, we’ve rightly seen searching questions being
asked – questions about the purpose and future sustainability
of organisations, and about the values, practices and
leadership required to deliver such enduring performance. At
the CIPD we’re clear that HR has a fundamental role to play in
contributing to sustainable organisational performance, and to
the substantial social and economic benefits that this brings.
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At the start of the year we set ourselves three clear objectives.
First, we set out to enhance the range and quality of member
services we offer, despite the tough operating climate. At the
end of the year, as the rest of this report makes clear, we’ve
been able to continue to deliver the wide range of resources,
products and services that our members value and expect from
us – all in a year in which we froze CIPD membership fees.
We’ve delivered major new innovations such as My HR Map
– which enables members to assess where they are and plan
where they’re going with their HR skills and career paths. And
we’ve also laid the groundwork to allow us to deliver even more
of the services and resources that matter to HR people today.
Second, we set ourselves an ambitious set of priorities to
ensure that the HR profession is fit for the future and fully
equipped to play a leadership role in the next decade. We’ve
delivered strongly against this objective through our work
to fundamentally transform the business focus of CIPD
membership and qualifications, with a particular focus on
maximising relevance to employers and on delivering more
flexible and inclusive routes to membership.
We’ve delivered a new suite of qualifications at foundation,
intermediate and advanced levels, an updated membership
structure, with a new Associate level of membership, a

NTROD
revised set of clear and rigorous membership criteria,
and a more flexible and accessible approach to entering
and upgrading within CIPD membership. We finished
the year better able to support and recognise specialists
and generalists, new and experienced entrants to the
profession, and people with different learning styles and
life circumstances.
Thirdly, we set out to make a bold contribution towards
ensuring that HR was well placed to seize the opportunities
thrown up by corporate and wider societal soul-searching on
the future of business, post-financial crisis, and lead the way
in delivering truly sustainable organisational performance in
the future.

In the rest of this report, we set out in more detail the
highlights and achievements that make up our performance
over the last year. I hope you enjoy reading about our work,
and our future plans.

Jackie Orme
Chief Executive

Through our programme of future-focused research, centred
on our Next Generation HR project, over the last year we’ve
started to build a clear yet stretching picture of what the
very best of HR could look like in five to ten years’ time.
We’re building a picture of what ‘next practice’ could look
like if the profession is able to emulate more widely the very
best examples of current practice we’ve found through our
research. And we’re gearing up to use what we’ve found
to anticipate and cater for the future development needs of
organisations and the HR profession.
Delivering on those three clear objectives would have been
an achievement in any climate. But in this climate it required
careful planning and the delivery of significant cost savings.
By acting in the last financial year, we were able to retain the
financial strength to continue investing in the future, funded
by the delivery of a robust operating surplus of £2.5 million.
It’s been a year of real progress at the CIPD. We’ve
continued to deliver a high-quality, value-for-money service
to our existing members. But, mindful that ‘business
as usual’ is not an option, we’ve taken great strides in
ensuring we can play a leading role in equipping the HR
profession to contribute fully to the delivery of sustainable
organisational performance.
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SUPPORT
THROUGH
TOUGH TIMES

T

he Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development
aims to drive sustained organisation performance
through HR. We strive to shape thinking, lead practice
and build the capability of the profession. And we’re on a
journey to build a CIPD and an HR profession that is truly
fit for the future. This report covers our performance and
progress over the last year.
An important part of our purpose and efforts is devoted to
improving the management and development of people for
the wider public benefit. Much of what we do contributes
to better workplace policy and practice in its widest sense.
But the support we are able to offer our members will
always be one of the key tests we set ourselves – support in
developing their careers, in delivering on the expectations
of their employers, and in contributing to the development
of a confident and thriving HR profession fully equipped for
the future.
We can only fulfil our objectives and support our members
if we remain a financially successful organisation. We’re
therefore delighted to report that, despite an extremely
tough economic backdrop, the CIPD was able to deliver
an operating surplus of £2.5 million over the financial year
to 30 June 2010. On top of our ongoing commitment to
delivering high-quality day-to-day support to our members,
we reinvested £2.3 million of this surplus in projects
designed to boost our capacity to deliver even more for
CIPD members and the wider HR profession in the future.
We achieved all this despite freezing membership fees for
the 2009–10 financial year, a step we took to try and ease
the burden on our members as they navigated the recession.
Our ability to perform as we have while holding membership
fees was the result of careful planning and prudent decisionmaking in 2008–09. We took action early to reduce our cost
base. This year, in common with many other organisations,
we acted to close our defined benefit pension scheme
to new entrants, making available instead a new defined
contribution scheme, for which we have successfully secured
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the independent Pension Quality Mark Plus. These steps
have ensured that the Institute remains on a sound financial
footing, and is able to deliver on its current and future plans.
At the end of the financial year our membership numbers
stood at a steady 135,301. A surge in former members
choosing to rejoin the CIPD, following the substantial
changes we’ve made over the last couple of years to make
membership more attractive than ever, served to balance
out a decline in new student registrations. Falling student
registrations were, in large measure, a consequence of the
difficult economic situations, with fewer new jobs and job
moves, and many employers currently hesitating to subsidise
qualifications because of uncertainty about the future.
Informing and engaging
It is part of our mission at the CIPD to lead thinking and
shape practice, both for the HR profession and in relation
to the workplace as a whole. To do that we are committed
to building insight through research, to facilitating
knowledge acquisition and knowledge-sharing amongst
HR professionals, and to engaging with stakeholders well
placed to contribute to our mission to boost the delivery of
sustainable organisational performance.
In the last year our research efforts have included a focus on
our twin flagship research programmes, Next Generation HR
and Shaping the Future, a greater focus than ever before on
extending the relevance of our research to an international
audience, as well as delivering on our usual commitment
to delivering the latest practical, topical research and
benchmarking data for the benefit of our members, policymakers and the wider profession.
We launched the first research report from our Next
Generation HR project at the CIPD Annual Conference
and Exhibition in Manchester. The report looks at current
best practice and emergent next practice in HR, based on
insights derived from extensive access to our initial 14 case
study partner organisations – including Tesco, Nationwide

UPPOR
and Surrey Police. The Next Generation HR project has
generated significant interest and engagement from some
of the most senior members of the HR profession, and we
are confident that it is already successfully shaping the
debate over how HR needs to change and develop if it is to
thrive in the future.
Our other flagship research project, Shaping the Future,
is focused on creating the conditions that enable
performance to be sustained in organisations over time.
This year we published an interim report from this threeyear action research project, and perhaps more importantly,
have built engagement with a network of over 7,000
interested HR professionals. This network is allowing us
to disseminate results, extend our research beyond the six
major case study organisations at the heart of the project,
and encourage discussion through a dedicated website
and a quarterly newsletter. The project has also already
generated spin-off in-depth research on culture, leadership,
assessment and evaluation.
International research
On the international stage, highlights from the last year
include developing a dedicated Asian strand to our Next
Generation HR research, due for publication in late 2010. By
drawing on case studies from 13 multinational companies
with significant operations in Asia and 14 organisations
based across China, Hong Kong, India and Singapore, we’re
generating major new insight into what Next Generation HR
looks like in a uniquely Asian context.
We also conducted an adapted version of our annual
Learning and Development survey in China and the
surrounding region. In addition, members of the CIPD
team have spoken at 15 different international events
and conferences over the last year. This renewed focus on
international angles to our research reflects what members
have told us about the increasingly global nature of many
of their own roles. We’re committed to still greater focus on
internationally based research in the years to come.

Benchmarking data
Alongside these flagship projects and our international
work, we’ve also continued to produce the high-quality
topical research and benchmarking data our members value
so highly.
Our quarterly Labour Market Outlook, looking at
employment prospects, redundancies, pay intentions and
a new topical focus section each quarter, has continued to
position the CIPD as one of the foremost commentators
and sources of data on the state of the labour market.
The Employee Outlook was launched last year as a sister
series to the Labour Market Outlook, offering a quarterly
insight into the changing picture of employee morale and
engagement. The report, which includes a regular job
satisfaction index, has generated significant media coverage
and has helped to inform our ongoing engagement with
policy-makers through its topical focus sections. We’ve also
laid the groundwork for a new regular HR Outlook survey
to provide a third pillar in our Outlook series, this time
providing a regular temperature check and insight into the
state of the HR profession itself. The first HR Outlook report
will be published in late 2010.
We’ve continued to produce our popular suite of annual
benchmarking surveys, covering absence, recruitment,
learning and development, reward and pay attitudes. These
are widely used by members, and are also frequently drawn
upon by policy-makers and other stakeholders as a source
of reliable information about what is happening in the
workplace.
Other research highlights over the year included: a report
and practical tool on the impact of mergers and acquisitions
on the employer brand; a series of reports on the business
case for pensions; four reports looking at different aspects
of talent management, including one looking specifically at
innovative ways of maintaining momentum on this agenda
even in a recession; and a survey report looking at current
trends and practices in performance management.
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Over the last year our research publications have included
25 research reports, 15 annual, quarterly or one-off survey
reports, 10 guides or practical tools and we’ve also added
or updated over 100 of the library of factsheets available to
members and the general public on our website.
Online resources
All this research, together with a wealth of other
information, tools and resources, is available through the
CIPD website – one of the most comprehensive sources of
HR information anywhere in the world.
Our website is consistently rated by CIPD members as one
of the most popular services we offer. In the last year there
were 8.7 million visits to the site and an average of 274,000
visitors per month.
The website hosts our popular monthly podcast series. These
high-quality programmes attract on average 8,600 listeners
every month, and this year covered subjects including
preparing for the upturn, our Next Generation HR research
and a pre-General Election special discussion between
representatives of the three main UK parties.
We’ve also been investing heavily in developing our new,
improved website, which will launch during 2011. Our
current website was designed to be at the cutting edge
when it launched in January 2004. It now contains some
80,000 pages of information, and the visitor figures
illustrate its popularity. The new site will offer an extended
richness of content. It will also be easier to navigate, with a
powerful new search facility and greater opportunities for
personalisation and engagement. Visitors will be able to find
what they want, when they want it, often personalised to
their needs and frequently in a variety of different formats
and levels of detail.
Our commercial publishing team launched a major new
means of supporting HR professionals in their roles this year.
HR-inform, our new online subscription service, launched in
January. Designed to save time and money for organisations,
it includes a wide range of tools to help HR practitioners with
their jobs. It includes a handy HR calendar, HR calculators,
model policies, downloadable documents, case studies,
relevant case law, step-by-step flowcharts, checklists, policy
design tips, good practice and handy access to relevant CIPD
research. Many organisations are turning to the new service,
with a number taking out multi-user subscriptions to support
their full teams.
6
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Public policy
The CIPD is committed to ensuring that its independent and
trusted voice is heard, on behalf of the HR profession as a
whole, in the corridors of power. The consistently accurate
and respected labour market analysis provided by our Chief
Economic Adviser, John Philpott, has provided the bedrock
for the delivery of this commitment over the last year and
more. Our own detailed benchmarking data and analysis
of official data has enabled us to keep the HR profession
informed of current and future developments in the labour
market. More importantly, it has allowed us to provide
policy-makers with insight to help them make decisions on
future policy and measures to mitigate the labour market
shocks that the recession has brought. In the last year John
Philpott and CIPD colleagues have regularly met with policymakers at the Bank of England, and have held numerous
other meetings with ministers and their officials to discuss
the deteriorating jobs outlook – including meetings with
then employment minister Jim Knight, and then Secretary of
State for Work and Pensions Yvette Cooper.
Over the last year we’ve also boosted our efforts to produce
other research of use to policy-makers. For example, as it
became clear that whoever won the UK General Election
in May 2010 would need to make significant cuts in public
spending, we produced and published Building Productive
Public Sector Workplaces, a series of papers focusing on
the management challenges facing the new government
and offering advice from an HR perspective on how best
to meet those challenges. Earlier in the year we published
Platform 2010, outlining six areas of workplace policy that
the CIPD believed should be priorities for any new, incoming
government. In preparation for the possibility of a change
of government, we stepped up our efforts to engage with
shadow ministers, holding meetings with MPs including
David Willetts, John Hayes, Theresa May, Lynne Featherstone
and Steve Webb – all of whom subsequently became
members of the Government.
Other engagement in the policy sphere included Jackie Orme
chairing a working group for the Government on its response
to the Fair Access to the Professions report, support for an
amendment – later adopted by the Government – to the
Equality Bill limiting the use of pre-employment questionnaires
and submission of a further amendment seeking to remove
the Default Retirement Age. We also worked with the
Government to promote the Backing Young Britain website
– specifically to promote the use of internships to help young
people find work, and teamed up with a coalition of business

groups to highlight the potentially negative impact of the
proposed National Insurance increase – subsequently reversed
in the June budget.
Media profile
Our research and policy work also provides the focus for the
CIPD’s extensive and ever-growing media profile. The work
we do to promote CIPD work to the media is a key means
by which we reach the general public and wider business
community with our core messages about the importance
of good people management in delivering sustainable
organisational performance. Providing an independent,
trusted and credible voice for the HR profession is also an
important objective for us in its own right.
Over the last year we secured a total of nearly 300 mentions
in the media every month, including an impressive average
of 40 articles each month in the national media – up from 33
last year. Our regular appearances in every national newspaper
over the course of the year have included front page stories in
the Financial Times, The Times and the Guardian.
The CIPD’s profile on the broadcast media over the year
has been particularly high, with our expertise on the labour
market and all issues relating to the workplace securing us
regular high-profile slots on the BBC, ITN and Sky News,
leading radio outlets including the Today programme, the
World Tonight, the PM programme, the Jeremy Vine Show
and Radio 5 Live, as well as a host of regional appearances.
Our two high-profile quarterly reports, the Labour Market
Outlook and the Employee Outlook, have allowed us
to remain ahead of the curve in offering cutting-edge
employer and employee attitudes throughout the difficult
economic times. In addition to our active promotion of CIPD
research and labour market commentary, we’ve also had
success positioning ourselves as informed commentators on
external events such as the Budget, the Queen’s Speech and
government spending announcements.

branches have held nearly 800 events around the country,
covering subjects including employment law updates,
learning and talent management, and an increasing number
of case-study-based events that showcase local HR talent
and cover HR issues from a local perspective.
Branches also play an important role in helping individuals
with their career management – for example running
careers-based special interest groups to support members
with their CVs, interview skills and similar career-related
development needs. Many branches also offer mentoring
programmes, with members supporting other members
with career planning and development. Branches have also
continued to play a significant role in supporting the CIPD’s
membership upgrading process, with volunteers assisting
greatly in the assessment of professionals wishing to
upgrade to a new membership level. Branches also provide
input based on their members’ experiences to help shape
CIPD responses to government consultations and other work
to engage with policy-makers.
Over the last year we’ve taken time to focus on the support
we can give to branches to ensure they can operate more
efficiently and effectively. During the year we implemented a
pilot scheme, covering five branches, putting in place a shared
resource to provide back-office support so that volunteers can
focus more on member-facing activities. We’re still evaluating
the pilot, but initial evidence suggests they have improved
efficiency, effectiveness and consistency. They also appear
to have succeeded in increasing the number of members
attending events and activities run by neighbouring branches
– opening up a wider array of local resources and support to
members. We also took the time to introduce a new, modern,
simplified branch constitution. This provides greater freedom
to the branch in managing itself and the groups it operates. It
has also reduced the number of constitutional roles, enabling
the branch to adapt the structure of its committee to meet the
needs of local members.

Our extensive research into HR practice and development,
including our two flagship projects, Next Generation HR
and Shaping the Future, helped ensure our profile in the
trade media remained high, and focused on the future
development of the profession.
Branch network
The volunteers who run our branch network play an
invaluable role in providing support, learning and networking
opportunities for their fellow members. In the last year,
CIPD.CO.UK/ANNUALREVIEW
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BUILDING THE
CAPABILITY OF
THE PROFESSION

W

e see it as one of our primary roles to ensure
the HR profession is not just equipped to deal
with today, but also that we are leading the
way in ensuring that the profession is equipped to meet the
business needs of tomorrow. The firm foundations we laid
last year with the development of the CIPD HR Profession
Map enabled us to make rapid progress on many fronts this
year.

management and HR trade media and on a wide range
of HR-related websites. The campaign delivered excellent
results, securing a record response rate for a CIPD marketing
campaign. We also communicated directly with members to
explain the impact of these changes, and continue to update
other key audiences, including recruitment agencies and
employers to ensure maximum awareness and understanding
of the work we have done.

Transforming membership
Building on the rigorous new standards in the Map,
we’ve thoroughly overhauled our membership structure
and criteria. The new structure requires professionals to
demonstrate not just what they know, but also what they
do (their impact in the workplace) and how they do it (the
behaviours they exhibit at work). By setting out these three
clear and stretching sets of criteria we’ve taken the already
high standard marked by CIPD membership and raised it to a
new gold standard.

New, improved qualifications
The support we offer to members extends beyond the badge
of professional competence that membership provides. The
provision of learning and development to HR professionals,
so that they can build competence and apply it for the
benefit of their employers and to develop their own careers,
is also an important part of what we do.

This new, rigorous approach has also been applied as we’ve
introduced the new professional grade of membership at
Associate CIPD level. Sitting below the existing Chartered
levels of membership, the new Associate grade offers
professional recognition to many thousands of HR
professionals who are making a real contribution to the
businesses in which they’re employed. The new Associate
level of membership, which gives people who hold it the
right to use the designatory letters Assoc CIPD after their
name, is available from 1 July 2010. At the same time, we’ve
taken the opportunity to remove membership grades which
research firmly told us were less understood by employers. In
making these changes we’ve created a simplified membership
structure, more meaningful for employers.
In order to ensure the new membership structure is fully
understood and succeeds in its objectives, we embarked
on a high-profile, high-impact advertising campaign to
communicate the changes to members, employers and
recruiters. Adverts appeared in national newspapers,
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This year saw a comprehensive overhaul of our suite of
highly regarded qualifications. The new framework includes
qualifications at foundation, intermediate and advanced
level, and is designed to be more flexible, allowing clearer
progression pathways that allow learning at the appropriate
pace for individual professionals. The new qualifications have
a stronger business focus than before and also allow us to
cater better for specialists within the profession.
The work that has gone into preparing for our new
qualifications has seen them embraced by our centres – the
nearly 300 universities, colleges and other suppliers who
offer our qualifications across the UK and Ireland and in a
growing number of international locations. We are in the
middle of a two-year transition period, and some centres
will reapply in the next year. But already 113 of our centres
have successfully applied for reapproval to offer our new
foundation-level qualifications, which replace our old
certificate-level qualifications, and 46 have successfully
applied for reapproval to offer our new advanced-level
qualifications, which replace our old postgraduate-level PDS
qualification. We have also received firm interest from 42
centres in offering our new intermediate-level qualifications.

UILDIN
Over the course of the year, a total of over 11,000 people
began studying for one of our existing suite of qualifications.
This is down nearly 3,000 on the numbers for 2008–09,
reflecting the external economic environment, with many
employers not willing to commit to long-term training spend.
CIPD training
In addition to the qualifications that lead to CIPD
membership, our commercial operation offers a popular
array of 134 different courses and certificates, attracting
nearly 6,000 individual learners in 2009–10. To ensure
we maximise accessibility to our services, we continued
to offer a selection of courses in London, Manchester
and Birmingham and are planning to extend our offer to
Edinburgh for 2010–11.
Our commercial training operation currently offers 16
qualifications catering for different levels and specialisms
within the people management and development and
related fields. Over the year, 633 people enrolled on
programmes we offer directly that lead to a qualification.
Our postgraduate Certificate in the Psychology of
Organisational Development and Change and our Advanced
Certificate in Employment Law continue to prove popular, as
do our introductory-level programmes in HR and training.
The training services we offer on a bespoke basis to
organisations have also had a successful year. We delivered
nearly 600 tailored in-house training courses for a variety
of employers, reaching over 6,000 delegates. We delivered
in-house training courses to international businesses and
other organisations in the Gulf, Europe, and Africa. There
was a substantial increase in international take-up of our
introductory-level certificate programmes during the year.
My HR Map
As learning and development professionals know well,
though, learning and development is not all about courses
and qualifications. This year the CIPD launched My HR
Map – a major new online service to help CIPD members

assess where they are against the CIPD HR Profession
Map, our benchmark of good HR practice. My HR Map
is a comprehensive self-assessment tool that enables
professionals at all levels and career stages to take the time
to honestly appraise their own knowledge, activities and
behaviours against the Map. It then uses this information
to offer practical guidance and recommendations on how
to improve performance. Individuals can build these in to
their own development plans as part of their professional
development, to achieve professional goals and to support
their career progression.
Taken together, the programme of changes we have made
to our qualifications, membership criteria and routes to
membership mean we are now better placed than we were
a year ago to offer greater flexibility and accessibility to
members and potential members. We’ve maintained and
in many cases raised standards, while also being much
more able than before to embrace specialists and people
entering the profession at different points in their careers.
And we’ve also created a framework that is capable of
offering greater choice and convenience to people wishing
to study our qualifications or access our professional levels
of membership. It has been a busy year, but one that has
left us better able to support the building of capability in the
profession now and into the future.
Conferences and events
Our extensive programme of conferences and events
is another means we have for sharing knowledge and
examples of leading-edge practice, and to facilitate
networking amongst HR professionals. Operating in a year
in which many conference providers found times tough, our
conference team have done extremely well in delivering a
popular and commercially successful programme of events.
Overall, over the last year, more than 11,000 people
attended our conferences and exhibitions – including the
CIPD Annual Conference and Exhibition, HRD and our
conferences in Scotland and Ireland.
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We were particularly pleased with the successful move of our
Annual Conference and Exhibition to Manchester, after over
60 years in Harrogate. Paying delegate numbers increased
by 7% year on year and exhibition visitors were up by 35%.
Given the economic backdrop to the event, these were
exceptional results.

In Scotland, our annual Scottish Partnership Conference was
as popular as ever, with over 500 attending over the two
days. This year the Scottish Partnership also ran a student
conference and three ‘knowledge into practice’ events
focusing on topics designed to help practitioners deal with
the current economic situation.

The conference was built around the ten key areas of the
CIPD HR Profession Map and delegates were able to choose
from seven different seminar formats.

CIPD Ireland also ran a successful combined employment law
and social media conference, attracting over 250 delegates.

The exhibition included more than 50 free learning sessions
and new features including the Personal Development Zone
and the Essential Updates Theatre, which proved popular
with visitors.
In total, over 5,000 people came through the doors over the
three days. Feedback from delegates, visitors, exhibitors and
speakers indicated that the new venue, new-look conference
programme and new exhibition features had been incredibly
well received.
HRD, our annual learning and organisation development
event, returned to Olympia in 2010. The conference
focused on five key areas: learning and talent development;
coaching; leadership development; organisation
development; and leading and managing the learning and
development function.

As a result of the international travel disruption to registered
delegates caused by the volcanic ash cloud, the decision
was taken to cancel the conference of the International
Federation of Training and Development Organisations,
which the CIPD had been due to host on 20 April.
Publications
Our commercial publishing department also plays a significant
role in our efforts to build the capability of the profession.
Our portfolio of textbooks continues to do well, and this year
has seen a particular focus on the development of a whole
range of new editions and new titles to support the new
suite of CIPD qualifications we introduced this year. We also
continue to produce new titles for broader master’s, MBA
and undergraduate programmes in people management
and development related areas, including new titles Business
Research Methods and Business Skills Handbook.

The exhibition included popular features such as MyEvent,
where visitors could take part in speed-networking and join
round-table discussions on a range of topics. There was also
a new Professional Development Zone, where visitors could
find out about the new online self-assessment tool, MyHR
Map, and hear presentations on a range of professional
development topics.

We’re continuing to work on expanding our range of
online products with further products scheduled for launch
in 2011 and 2012. Our toolkits and DVDs continue to sell
well and this year we have expanded format options in this
area by offering video streaming via Video Arts and intranet
hosting and multi-user subscriptions for the toolkit portfolio.
We have also focused on providing e-books and custom
publishing, primarily for the academic market.

Our popular one-day conferences covered a broad range of
topics over the course of the year, including organisation
development, performance management and building HR
capability.

People Management
Our magazine, People Management – one of the top
business magazines in the UK – provides us with a direct
means of sharing thinking and promoting debate on the
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current issues dominating HR. The magazine is circulated
to all CIPD members, and its audited circulation is far larger
than any other magazine covering people management and
development issues. Independent research confirms that it is
highly valued and widely read – readers include not only our
members but many of their colleagues and others with an
interest in the field.
This year has seen the continuing development of the magazine
website, www.peoplemanagement.co.uk – through which
we aim to provide the best news coverage in the HR and
employment field. In line with the substantial and continuing
shift in the way in which people choose to engage with and
digest news – with a far greater expectation of daily, online
content – we’ve this year increased our news output to ensure
that the latest news is updated online throughout the day
every weekday. In-depth coverage of the key issues in HR is
then developed in the magazine. This year we launched People
Management Daily, an email update sent every weekday to
subscribers, giving them the latest news headlines. Over 16,000
people subscribed during the last financial year.
Economic circumstances significantly reducing the number
of HR vacancies available, compounded by a shift towards
a greater reliance by recruiters on the online environment,
have had a real impact on the number of jobs advertised
in the magazine this year. This has had a major impact
on the CIPD’s revenues from the magazine – down 83%,
and acting as the biggest driver for the downturn in our
overall commercial revenues for the year. However, People
Management remains the leading forum for HR recruitment
advertising, and this year has seen the re-launch of the jobs
element of the People Management website with improved
functionality, navigability, search and flexibility. Job-seekers
now have an easier process to sign up, regular tailored jobs
alerts and jobs are far easier to find and filter. Over 18,000
people have already signed up for the job alerts in the nine
months since the new site launched.
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BUILDING AN
INCLUSIVE
PROFESSION

W

e’ve already talked in detail about the work
we’re doing to build the capability of the HR
profession. But we are also firmly committed
to building a more inclusive profession, and ensuring we
are fully equipped to serve people following diverse career
paths.
Experience assessment
We’ve been working hard to develop a new experience
assessment route to membership. This new route is targeted
at experienced HR professionals who are making a real
impact in the workplace and contribution to the profession,
but who do not hold a CIPD qualification. The new route
will assess applicants for one of the three professional levels
of membership against our clear and rigorous membership
criteria. Designed to deliver on our commitment to a more
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inclusive approach to membership, it will enable us to cater
for experienced professionals – particularly late entrants to
the profession, specialists and people contributing significant
HR experience but without a CIPD qualification – many of
whose needs we have not been fully equipped to meet
before. The new route will be open to prospective members
from January 2011.
Alongside the development of the new experience
assessment route to membership, we’ve also introduced a
new process for upgrading to the Associate and Chartered
levels of membership. Under our old procedures we
upgraded more than 4,300 members to Chartered status in
the last financial year, taking the proportion of our members
in the Chartered grades up to a record 40%. Our new
upgrading process comes into force from 1 July 2010.

ROFESS
Academic membership
This year also saw the development of our new academic
grades of membership – Academic Associate, Academic
Member and Academic Fellow. Available from 1 July 2010,
the academic grades are designed to ensure that we are
able to fully recognise the hugely important contribution
academics make to the advancement of knowledge in the
profession.
Flexible learning
Flexible approaches to study for our qualifications are
another way we can maximise inclusivity of access to the
profession. Such flexibility remains extremely important to
many modern professionals, particularly for those unable to
access more traditional weekly taught programmes or for
those who prefer to manage their own learning.

In addition to the current network of centres offering our
programme, we have now entered a new collaboration
with MOL to offer flexible access to our programmes
on a national basis through over 20 locations. This new
relationship, under the banner of ‘CIPD Flexible Learning+’,
has been enormously successful and has provided the
springboard for the launch of a brand new suite of
programmes in autumn 2010, leading to the CIPD’s new
qualifications at both foundation and advanced level.
This new arrangement places us in a strong position
to provide a wide range of professional development
qualification programmes to both specialist and generalist
HR practitioners, whatever stage they are at in their careers,
and in a location that allows them to combine flexible study
with other calls on their time.
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SHAPING
ORGANISATIONS
FOR SUSTAINABLE
SUCCESS

SU

I

n all we do, we’re driven by a determination to build a
stronger, more effective HR profession, better equipped
than ever before to contribute to the delivery of
sustainable performance in organisations.
As the earlier sections of this report show, we are making a
constant contribution to supporting HR professionals in their
work today, and to build their capabilities for tomorrow. But
we also know that different people have different needs at
different times. Detailed research we conducted last year
gave us a clear understanding of the current needs of the HR
profession. This year we’ve built on this research, focusing
in detail on how we respond to these different needs in a
way that offers greater choice and flexibility in the member
services we offer.
We are also clear that, as HR’s professional body, we have
a duty to scan horizons and anticipate future needs. We
need to develop a clear picture of what is coming, and do
everything we can to build a talent pipeline for the future of
the profession.
Building ‘Next Generation’ capabilities
Our Next Generation HR project is one example of our
work to deliver on these ambitions. We covered the
groundbreaking research phase of the project earlier in this
report. But the project is also designed to make a direct
practical contribution to building the capabilities of the next
generation of HR leaders. This year, working with Bridge, our
leadership and organisation development consultancy, we’ve
developed a programme that draws on the insights from the
initial phase of our research to fulfil this objective. The first
phase of this exciting new programme will begin early in
the 2010–11 financial year, bringing together a group of 21
senior HR professionals to explore and develop the skills and
behaviours that the future leaders of the profession need
themselves, and need to foster in their teams.
Attracting the brightest and the best
But our ambitions extend beyond those already serving
near the top of the profession. We are also determined
to do more to attract the brightest and the best to HR.
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We want to make HR a career destination of choice. Over
the last year we have conducted research and laid the
groundwork for a new campaign, scheduled to kick off
in late 2010, to encourage young people and graduate
job-seekers to look at HR as a potential route to achieving
their career goals. We’ll be targeting careers advisers, CIPD
qualifications providers and branches with materials to help
change perceptions and build understanding of the HR
profession as it is today. The materials will seek to convey
the range of activities HR involves and the doors it can
open to a successful and high-achieving career. We’re also
planning to begin developing the capacity of our members
to represent the profession at schools and universities,
developing a proposition for people joining HR from other
parts of the business and working further on defining and
developing the skills of HR leaders.
Working with organisations
Our traditional focus at the CIPD has been on supporting
individual HR professionals to develop their careers and
support their organisations. However, we are also clear
that there is a direct role we are well equipped to play in
supporting organisations to develop the HR capabilities
they need to deliver truly sustainable organisational
performance. The CIPD HR Profession Map has given us the
ideal framework with which to assess and benchmark the
capabilities required across entire HR functions, and we are
already working with a number of organisations to deliver on
this potential in practice.
International reach
A focus on the future of the profession also requires a
recognition that the profession is more global and with
fewer boundaries than ever before. Recent detailed CIPD
research tells us that 30% of HR professionals are operating
in roles with international responsibilities. We’re committed
to ensuring the services and information resources we offer
are relevant to these international roles and responsibilities.
Our new website will offer more information with specific
international relevance. As covered earlier in this report, we’re
also undertaking more research with an international focus.

UCCESS
CIPD qualifications, particularly our foundation-level
certificate programmes, are creating strong international
demand. We’re already meeting this demand in several
regions around the globe, and are actively working to build
our capacity to meet increased demand for our qualifications
and training services in the future. We have already
established distribution agreements with suppliers in regions
including West Africa, the Gulf and Russia. International
demand for our qualifications will also be a driver to help us
grow our global network of active CIPD members.
Bridge partnership
International reach has also helped deliver a good year in a
tough climate for Bridge, the leadership and organisation
development consultancy we acquired in October. Over
the last year, Bridge worked with 58 organisations in 14
countries, and secured more income from work delivered
abroad than ever before – including substantial work in
Europe, Asia and Australia.

Revenue generation is an important part of the contribution
Bridge makes to the CIPD, but the key driver behind the
acquisition was to build the CIPD’s capacity to lead thinking
at the most senior levels of the HR profession. Bridge
brings deep, insight-led thinking and applied expertise in
organisational development. This has helped them deliver
strongly against the strategic objectives we set for the year,
particularly: the delivery and dissemination of the Next
Generation HR research; the delivery of a parallel piece of
Next Generation HR research in Asia; and the development
of the Next Generation HR Senior Leadership Programme.
All of these achievements have been covered earlier in this
report. Taken together, it is clear that Bridge is delivering
strongly in supporting our shared common focus on driving
sustainable performance in organisations. Their high-calibre
team and credibility with senior business and HR leaders
has significantly boosted the CIPD’s capacity and capability
to lead thinking, support our members and ensure the HR
profession is equipped to deliver on this shared purpose.

Over 80% of the work Bridge did over the year was with
established clients – testament to the strength of their work
and the high degree of repeat business they attract on
the basis of the quality, long-term relationships they have
built up with satisfied clients. The year has also seen Bridge
establish relationships with 14 new clients – contributing to
the delivery of substantial revenues to the CIPD.
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CIPD PEOPLE
As the rest of this report has made clear, the CIPD is on
an ambitious journey to build the future capability of the
HR profession, while continuing to meet the needs of the
profession today. In delivering on this ambitious agenda, we
need to rely on the 319 people (297 full-time equivalents) we
employ at the CIPD and its associated companies. We need
to engage and motivate them, and ensure that we are fully
focused on building our own future capabilities.
We support our people to work flexibly where this suits
their requirements and meets business needs – 18% of our
staff work part-time. The average length of service of CIPD
employees is 6.4 years:
•
•
•

71% of our employees are female.
1.3% report they have a disability.
12% report they are from an ethnic minority.

Learning and development
We take learning and development at the CIPD seriously, using
it to ensure that our people are equipped with the skills they
need and that the organisation as a whole has the agility to
deliver the objectives we have set ourselves.
We encourage a culture where staff development is a
continuous process and is a key accountability of all managers.
Staff are encouraged to develop their knowledge and skills and
to work effectively, both as individuals and as team members.
We regularly review both the current and future learning and
development needs of staff, agree those needs and develop
ongoing and targeted plans to meet the identified needs.
Through performance and development reviews, managers
identify individual learning and development needs.
Over the year our people completed a combined total of 465
days of off-the-job training. However, this only tells part of
the story. We used this year to put in place a new leadership
development programme for our senior managers, to launch in
2010–11, building on the executive development programme
we ran last year.
We also launched a new mentoring programme, which,
alongside our existing commitment to equipping all line
managers to provide coaching support to their teams, increased
the extensive informal learning and development available to
help our people achieve their objectives and progress their own
careers at the CIPD.
Over the year we also sponsored 11 of our staff to complete
a professional qualification. Our overall spend on staff training
this year was 1.6% of the staff payroll. We were able to
manage costs and increase the relevance of learning we offer
by increasing our use of in-house resources for the design and
delivery of appropriate training workshops.
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Performance and reward
All staff have performance reviews with their manager each
year. These provide an opportunity to discuss performance
frankly and openly, including progress on personal
development and against agreed objectives. Assessments are
made against our six core behavioural competencies:
•
•
•
•
•
•

business awareness
building relationships
problem-solving and decision-making
continuous improvement and innovation
customer focus
results-oriented.

At the end of the year, we also launched our new
Performance Incentive Plan, which will introduce a greater
element of performance-related variable pay for people
working at the CIPD. This will allow us to better incentivise
and reward the great performance we need to achieve our
ambitious targets, dependent on the achievement of both
corporate and individual performance objectives.
On 1 January 2010 we closed our existing defined benefit
pension scheme to new entrants. In common with the
vast majority of employers, we recognised that continuing
to fully fund our existing scheme for new entrants in
perpetuity was unsustainable. In place of the defined
benefit pension scheme, we introduced a new defined
contribution group personal pension plan. Our new scheme
is high quality and competitive, and in recognition of this
fact has recently been accredited with the independent
Pensions Quality Mark Plus for the headline contribution
rate – which is available to all CIPD employees. This is the
highest industry standard available for defined contribution
schemes. Membership of the new scheme also provides
free life assurance cover.
Health and well-being
At the CIPD we’re committed to promoting, supporting and
safeguarding the health and well-being of our employees.
We continue to offer a range of support services to promote
good health, assist managers in dealing with health-related
issues and ensure the working environment is supportive of
staff needs.
We offer an employee helpline that provides support to staff
on a wide range of challenges and issues they may be facing
– including financial problems, health concerns, family issues
and basic legal matters.
We organise health awareness and assessment days, provide
occupational health facilities and offer free flu vaccinations
each year to all staff.

Sickness absence is monitored closely, with quarterly reports
going to the executive team. Managers conduct back-towork meetings when staff have been off sick. The average
number of sick days per employee, for the year to 30 June
2010, was 4.0 days compared with 4.9 in 2008–09.
We have a culture that is supportive of flexible working – which
is seen by staff as beneficial to their well-being and work–life
balance.
We are committed to operating an environmentally friendly
organisation. This commitment is part of our culture as
an organisation, and is also valued by our staff and other
stakeholders. Our purpose-built headquarters building in
Wimbledon was designed to make best use of natural light
and energy, and in addition we continue to look for ways to
reduce our carbon footprint and minimise our impact on the
environment.
Environmental measures include:
•
energy is supplied at a green tariff
•
maximising our use of environmentally aware suppliers
•
recycling plastic water cups
•
recycling all our general waste to an energy plant that
supplements electrical power supplies to the London area
•
shredding and recycling all our paper waste.
Volunteer contribution
We are fortunate to have many people who give their time to
the CIPD on a voluntary basis, and are extremely grateful for
their efforts. Our volunteers include 15 members of the board
who are the CIPD’s directors and trustees, 7 vice-presidents
and 48 branch representatives, who, with the board, form
the CIPD’s Council. A further 30 people are involved in the
Membership and Education Committee and its subcommittees.
Over 80 people are members of upgrading panels and
many more work at branch or national level to advance our
Professional Standards. Members of the CIPD’s Nominations
and Professional Conduct Committee and the Professional
Policy Committee also serve in a voluntary capacity.
In addition, there are over 800 people who serve on local
branch committees throughout the UK and Ireland. Branches
run events to support members in their professional
development and to upgrade their membership status, make
links with centres offering CIPD courses, and enable member
networking. Members are also involved in facilitating our online
communities and special interest forums.
We provide induction events for all these people, and we’ve
also increased the effort we put into regular communications
and ongoing training and development support to these
key contributors to the work of the CIPD. On average our
volunteers spend ten days a year on their various voluntary CIPD
activities, though many give much more than this.
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FINANCIAL OVERVIEW
Over 40% of our total income arose from members’
subscriptions. The turnover of CIPD Enterprises Limited fell
some 20% compared with 2008–09, with most areas of
activity suffering a drop, the largest fall being from recruitment
advertising, reflecting the general economic conditions.
On 15 October 2009 the Institute acquired the businesses
of the Bridge partnership – Bridge Management Training
Limited, LifeworX (UK) Ltd and Bridge Partnership
Australia PTY. The Bridge partnership is a consultancy that
specialises in leadership and organisational development.
This acquisition will accelerate our plans in the UK and
overseas to gain access to senior management in major
organisations and to lead thinking at the most senior levels
of the HR profession. Bridge partnership had worked with
the CIPD over the previous 18 months, including on the Next
Generation HR research, and the acquisition was funded
from internal resources.
Our charitable expenditure helps provide high-quality services
to members and to the wider public. Our website plays
a major part in making our research, practical advice and
guidance accessible to all, in addition to traditional media
such as our bi-weekly journal People Management.
We constantly strive to improve the efficiency of provision of
our services and to improve the flexibility of our cost base,
which allows us to live within our means when we encounter
difficult market conditions, of which the last year has been a
prime example. The cost saving measures we initiated towards
the end of the 2008–09 financial year have reduced costs
across the organisation. Our costs were also lower as last year’s
expenditure included significant one-off costs associated with
redundancies. Efficiency savings have been achieved across
the membership and commercial parts of the CIPD without
reducing the services we provide. We also planned and
delivered significant cost savings associated with our branch
structure, for example through moving to the electronic delivery
of branch newsletters and other measures to boost productivity.
This year the trustees have decided that it is appropriate to
capitalise web development costs, where they give rise to an
enduring asset, in accordance with the Urgent Issues Task
Force’s UITF Abstract 29 ‘Website development costs’ and to
adopt a prudent policy of depreciating those assets over three
years. This has resulted in a prior year adjustment, which had
the effect of increasing reserves brought forward at 1 July 2009
by £1.4 million (at 1 July 2008: £0.9 million), being the costs
capitalised less accumulated depreciation to that date.
Net incoming resources for the year, before designated
fund expenditure, were £2.5 million. The expenditure
from designated funds was £2.3 million, a reduction from
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£4.3 million last year (as restated), the fall largely due to
the completion of the majority of work on the CIPD HR
Profession Map, our new qualifications and changes to our
membership structure.
The FRS 17 valuation of the defined benefit pension scheme
at 30 June 2010, as determined by the Institute’s appointed
actuary, showed an increase in the deficit by £1.1 million to
£7.1 million. This reflects a lower inflation assumption and a
decrease in the discount rate used to discount the liabilities.
The Institute paid a special contribution of £1.1 million into
the scheme in September 2009 and will continue to make
special funding payments until 2025. This pension scheme
closed to new entrants on 1 January 2010 when the Institute
set up a new defined contribution scheme.
Investments
The CIPD aims to improve the real buying power of its
investments and has adopted a target return relative to RPI.
The Institute seeks to maximise the investment return on
assets while not investing in any assets that could put the
CIPD at significant risk.
Net gains on investment assets over the year were
£2.1 million compared with losses of £4.1 million last year.
During the year funds were moved out of equities and into
global property and bond funds, and the market value of
the investment assets held at the year end was £18.8 million
compared with £16.1 million at 30 June 2009. The book
costs were £20.6 million and £20.1 million respectively.
Reserves and funds
The Institute follows a policy of aiming to keep sufficient
reserves in the general fund to meet at least one year’s
operating costs, being the total costs of the CIPD and
the staff and related costs of its commercial subsidiaries.
The Institute’s general fund as at 30 June 2010 was
£18.0 million after deducting the pension liability. This is
£4.0 million below the figure required by the policy. The
Institute and CIPD Enterprises will continue to review the
cost base and undertake new initiatives to ensure that the
deficit is minimised going forward but that the existence
of the deficit should not prevent the continuation of new
initiatives, which will, in the opinion of the trustees, result
in the elimination of the deficit in due course. The Institute
also keeps reserves as designated funds which are set aside
for specific purposes in the near future. The designated
funds totalled £7.6 million for the Institute at the end of
the year.
We also have a policy of keeping £1 million in cash and
readily available funds at any given time.

SUMMARISED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

Summarised statement of financial activities
for the year ended 30 June 2010
			
2010
2009		
			
£’000
£’000
				
restated
Incoming resources			
Charitable activities			
To advance the management and
development of people through:			
Membership services and education
19,438
18,802
Research, innovation and dissemination of expertise
83
195
Branches
703
1,293
Generating funds		
Commercial income – continuing operations
12,291
16,124
Commercial income – acquisition
1,884
–
Investment income
237
937
Total incoming resources
34,636
37,351
					
Resources expended			
Charitable activities				
To advance the management and
development of people through:			
Membership services and education
(12,451)
(13,963)
Research, innovation and dissemination of expertise
(5,329)
(6,842)
Branches
(2,329)
(3,949)
Costs of generating funds		
Commercial expenditure – continuing operations
(12,029)
(14,379)
Commercial expenditure – acquisition
(1,694)
–
Goodwill on acquisition
(423)
–
Investment management costs
(56)
(61)
Governance costs
(129)
(189)
Total resources expended
(34,440)
(39,383)
				
Net incoming/(outgoing) resources
196
(2,032)
					
Other recognised gains and losses				
Net gains/(losses) on investment assets
2,098
(4,107)
Actuarial (losses)/gains on pension scheme
(2,061)
1,193
Net movement in funds
233
				
Fund balances brought forward as previously stated
23,400
Prior period adjustment – website development costs
1,438

28,864
920

Fund balances brought forward as restated

24,838

29,784

Fund balances carried forward

25,071

24,838

(4,946)
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SUMMARISED FINANCIAL
STATEMENTS

Summarised balance sheet at 30 June 2010

			
2010
2009		
			
£’000
£’000
				
restated
Fixed assets		
Intangible assets
3,413
–
Tangible assets

13,099

12,886

Investments

18,850

16,131

			

35,362

29,017

Current assets		
Stocks
333

471

Debtors

4,516

4,240

Cash at bank and in hand

6,859

9,893

11,708

14,604

			

Creditors		
Amounts falling due within one year
(14,301)
(12,808)
Net current (liabilities)/assets

(2,593)

1,796

Total assets less current liabilities
			

32,769

30,813

Creditors		
Amounts falling due after more than one year
(569)
–
Net assets excluding pension liability

32,200

30,813

Defined benefit pension scheme liability

(7,129)

(5,975)

Net assets including pension liability

25,071

24,838

			
			
Funds		
General fund
24,641
24,420
(7,129)

(5,975)

Net general fund
17,512
			
Designated funds:		
Building fund
1,277
Information technology fund
3,751
New learning fund
659
Research and development fund
1,024
Strategic initiatives fund
848

18,445

7,559

6,393

25,071

24,838

Pension liability

Total designated funds
Total funds (all unrestricted)
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1,301
2,960
403
917
812

Summarised statement of cash flows
			
2010
			
£’000
				

Net cash inflow/(outflow) from operating activities
Returns on investments
Capital expenditure and financial investment

1,523
243
(2,188)

2009		
£’000
restated

(855)
960
(1,605)

Acquisition of subsidiary net of cash acquired

(2,612)

–

Decrease in net funds

(3,034)

(1,500)

(1,500)

(4,500)

		
Decrease in funds placed on long-term deposit
(Decrease)/increase in cash and bank

(1,534)

3,000

			

(3,034)

(1,500)
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SUMMARISED TRUSTEES’
REPORT

The CIPD is established to advance the art and science of the management and development of people for the
public benefit. It is the leading professional body in the United Kingdom and Republic of Ireland for all those
specialising in the management and development of people.
The document in which this summarised report is published contains an overview of the Institute’s key activities
and achievements during the year, including: membership growth; new research, guidance and online resources
for our members and the wider public; a greater profile and impact for our research and other work; and our
contribution to public policy.
This summarised financial statement and trustees’ report gives a synopsis of the information contained in the
Institute’s Statutory Accounts that were prepared in accordance with the Statement of Recommended Practice
‘Accounting and reporting by charities’ (SORP 2005) for the year ended 30 June 2010. The full report and
financial statements were approved by the board of trustees on 15 September 2010, have been audited by
Horwath Clark Whitehill LLP, received an unqualified audit report and will be sent to the Charity Commission.
The auditor has confirmed to the trustees that these summarised accounts are consistent with the year end
Statutory accounts.
For a full understanding of the results of the group you can access the annual review, statutory trustees’ report
and financial statements on the web at cipd.co.uk/annualreview or obtain a hard copy from the enquiry
team on 020 8612 6210 or annualreview@cipd.co.uk
By order of the Board

Marianne Wyles FCIS
Secretary
15 September 2010
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BOARD DIRECTORS
Board membership at 30 June 2010

James Cullens Chartered FCIPD, Elected Director
James is Group HR Director at Hays plc, the global specialist recruitment group. Prior to Hays, James
had a variety of board-level HR experience, most recently with Linde AG, a listed German industrial
gases and engineering multinational. James has lived and worked in the former Soviet Union, Hong
Kong and New Zealand and has a wide experience of higher education; he is also a non-executive
director on the International Advisory Board of the Open University Business School.
James joined the CIPD’s Board in September 2008.

Frank Douglas Chartered FCIPD, Elected Director
Frank is Group Human Resources Director for Transport for London, reporting directly to the TfL
Commissioner and directly accountable for its organisational capability and development, reward and
recognition, employee relations and engagement, and equality and inclusion. He has wide-ranging
senior public and private sector experience and particular understanding of the international context
in developing businesses. Prior to TfL, Frank was Group HR Director for Scottish and Newcastle. Frank
is originally from New York City but has lived in the UK for the last 13 years.
Frank studied both finance and accounting in university and also studied at the High School of
Music and Performing Art in New York.

Martin Ferber Chartered CCIPD, Elected Director
Martin Ferber has recently retired as the HR Director for the International Region of the R & D
function of Pfizer – a global pharmaceutical company. He remains Chair of Trustees for Pfizer’s
Group Pension Scheme. He has previously held the post of Vice President International with the
CIPD and was elected to the Board in April 2009; he also sits on the CIPD’s Audit Committee.
Martin is also a member of and contributor to the editorial board of Human Resource Management
Journal and an assessor for the Queen’s Prize for Innovation in Further and Higher Education.

Louise Fisher Chartered FCIPD, Elected Director
Louise serves as the European HR Director for Xerox Global Services. In this role, she ensures
that Xerox develops and implements strategies that enable the company to expand its pool of
knowledgeable personnel and reach its services business growth targets. Louise was elected to the
CIPD Board in May 2008 and is a member of the Audit Committee.
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BOARD DIRECTORS
Board membership at 30 June 2010

Chris Garcia Chartered CCIPD, Honorary Treasurer
Chris Garcia is Chief Executive of CN Resources, a consulting business which works with a number
of Regional Development Agencies and several government departments supporting their business
growth and cluster development activities. He is currently Head of Clusters for the South West RDA.
Chris was elected as Honorary Treasurer in October 2006 to serve for three years. As such he chairs the
Audit Committee and is a member of the Investment Working Party and the Remuneration Committee.

Geoff Hirst Chartered FCIPD, Elected Director
Geoff is an independent consultant. He is non-executive director of an adult and children’s hospice
and sixth form college, and chairs the council of a 2,500-resident village. He is an external examiner
at Middlesex University and a CIPD external moderator. He was elected to the Board at the May
2006 Council meeting and is a member of the Audit Committee.

Barry Hoffman Chartered FCIPD, Elected Director
Barry is the HR Director for Computacenter plc, a FTSE 250 company providing IT infrastructure
services across Europe – his remit includes corporate communications and investor relations as well
as being responsible for the organisation’s people strategy. He is a member of the CBI employment
panel, which assists the CBI in lobbying and advising government on major strategic initiatives
relating to present and future national employment issues.
He is secretary and past chair of the Central London Branch of the CIPD.

Mike Kelly Chartered CCIPD, Vice-President Membership and Education
Mike is an Associate Dean at Leeds Metropolitan University, where he acts as an internal
consultant. He’s a QAA academic reviewer and institutional auditor and a member of the
Association of Business Schools’ Programmes Committee. He chairs the Learning Steering Group
for the Academy of Sustainable Communities and a Special Interest Group on Assessment
Management for the Higher Education Academy. He also acts as a consultant to a number of UK
business schools.
Mike joined the Board when he was elected Vice-President Membership and Education in October
2006. He chairs the Membership and Education Committee and is a member of the Professional
Policy Committee.
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Stephen Moir Chartered FCIPD, Elected Director
Stephen divides his time between Cambridgeshire County Council as Corporate Director
responsible for organisational development (OD), corporate strategy, democracy and partnership
working as well as working for Local Government Improvement and Development as National
Adviser: OD and Transformation. In his national role, Stephen leads the provision of advice
and programmes in support of local government workforce issues, improving productivity and
enhancing the people management capability within councils.
Stephen, who joined the CIPD’s Board in April 2009, is also Honorary Treasurer of the Public
Sector People Managers’ Association, an independent non-executive for the National Policing
Improvement Agency and a member of the executive committee of the Involvement and
Participation Association.

Brìd O’Brien Chartered FCIPD, Elected Director
Brìd is the HR Director for Britvic Ireland. Since 1995, Brìd has played an active role in the CIPD in
Ireland and contributes to best practice in the field of Irish employee relations. She was elected to
the Board by Council in May 2006. She is a member of the Audit Committee.

Jackie Orme Chartered FCIPD, Chief Executive
Jackie Orme has been Chief Executive of the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development
(CIPD) since April 2008.
Prior to joining the CIPD Jackie Orme spent 12 years working for PepsiCo – including 7 years
leading the UK and Ireland HR function and sitting on both the UK Executive Board of PepsiCo
International and the global PepsiCo International HR Council.

Gill Rider Chartered FCIPD, President Elect
Gill Rider is Head of the Civil Service Capability Group and Head of Profession for Civil Service
HR. She is a member of the Cabinet Office Board and the Civil Service Steering Board. She is also
responsible for the Capability Reviews – the Civil Service’s innovative tool for improving capability
and performance. She joined the Civil Service in 2006. Her previous 27 years were spent at
Accenture and its predecessor organisations. There, her roles included Global Chief Leadership
Officer, responsible for Accenture’s organisation, change, HR and leadership development. She was
also on the Executive Committee of Accenture.
Gill was appointed President Elect at the December 2009 AGM.
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BOARD DIRECTORS
Board membership at 30 June 2010

Dean Royles Chartered FCIPD, Chair
Dean became chair of the CIPD in April 2009 and has served on the Board since 2005.
Dean is currently Executive Director of Workforce and Education for NHS NorthWest (the Strategic
Health Authority for North West England) but is shortly to take up post as Director of NHS
Employers. NHS Employers represents trusts in England on workforce issues and helps to ensure
that the NHS is a place where people want to work.

Jacky Taylor Chartered FCIPD, Elected Director
Jacky is Director of Corporate Services at Outlook Care and has responsibility for all HR, training,
learning and development, quality assurance and office management functions within the
organisation.
Jacky participated in several round table discussions with the Government, Acas and the DTI during
consultation on the Information and Consultation Regulations.
Prior to becoming a non-executive director of the CIPD, Jacky was a trustee of St Luke’s Hospice in
Basildon and a director of their trading arm.

Lord Wilson of Dinton Chartered CCIPD, Immediate Past President
Richard Wilson entered the Civil Service as an Assistant Principal in the Board of Trade in 1966. He
subsequently served in a number of departments, including 12 years in the Department of Energy,
where his responsibilities included nuclear power policy, the privatisation of Britoil, personnel and
finance. He headed the Economic Secretariat in the Cabinet Office from 1987–90 and he became
Permanent Under Secretary of the Home Office in 1994 and Secretary of the Cabinet and Head
of the Home Civil Service in January 1998. Since his retirement in September 2002 he has been
Master of Emmanuel College, Cambridge.
Lord Wilson is past President of the Institute, having taken office in October 2004. He has been a
member of the Board since he became President Elect in October 2003. He chairs the Nominations
and Professional Conduct Committee.

Vicky Wright Chartered CCIPD, President
In 2005 Vicky joined Watson Wyatt (now Towers Watson) as a consulting associate as part of a
portfolio of roles alongside being a trustee of the Royal National Lifeboat Institution and a Visiting
Professor at Middlesex University Business School. Vicky is the CIPD’s President. She became a
member of the Board following her election as President Elect in October 2005. She chairs the
Professional Policy Committee and the Remuneration Committee.
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COUNCIL MEMBERS
Members of Council as at 30 June 2010

BOARD

CIPD VICE-PRESIDENTS

Vicky Wright
President

David Fairhurst
Learning and Talent Development

Dean Royles
Chair, Board

John Beadle
Performance and Reward

Chris Garcia
Honorary Treasurer

Michael Kelly
Membership and Education

Jackie Orme
Chief Executive

Alex Wilson
Employee Relations

Gill Rider
President Elect

Stephen Dando
International

Richard Wilson (Lord Wilson of Dinton)
Immediate Past President

Tim Miller
Organisation, Resourcing and Talent Planning

Michael Kelly
Vice-President Membership and Education

Jon Sparkes
Diversity and Inclusion

Elected Directors
James Cullens
Frank Douglas
Martin Ferber
Louise Fisher
Geoff Hirst
Barry Hoffman
Stephen Moir
Brìd O’Brien
Jacky Taylor
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COUNCIL MEMBERS
Branch Council representatives

BRANCH
Bedfordshire and Milton Keynes

Colin Rodden

Birmingham

Ann Sherlock

Black Country

Raj Joshi

Central London

Michael Moran

Central Southern

Joanne Gray

Chiltern

Jennifer Whitesmith

Coventry and Warwickshire

Clive Peacock

Cumbria

Jane Sanders-Brown

Derbyshire and Nottinghamshire

Michael Blake

Devon and Cornwall

Jennifer Brady

Essex, Ipswich and East London

Samantha Mott

Gloucestershire

Rae Williams

Hereford and Worcestershire

Tracey Arlott

Hertfordshire

John Stevens

Humber

Kate Plumb

Ireland

Frank Kelly

Kent

Nicholas Fox

Lancashire

Emma Perks

Leicestershire

John Kenney

Lincolnshire

Sally Masterman

Manchester

Marion Flaherty

Merseyside, North Cheshire and North Wales

David James

Mid and North Anglia

Christine Walker

Mid Scotland

Christopher Smith

North East of England

Catherine Attwell
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BRANCH
North London

Susie Leigh

North of Scotland and Islands

Sheila James

North Staffordshire and South Cheshire

Ele Morrisey

North Yorkshire

Michael Millward

Northamptonshire

Helen Chown

Northern Ireland

Peter Aiken

Shropshire and Mid Wales

Gina Billington

South East Scotland

Chris Donegan

South East Thames

John Campbell

South East Wales

Gill Parker

South London

Brenda English

South West London

Chris Evans

South West Wales

Henry Gilbert

South Yorkshire and District

Jenny Bristow

Sussex

Gill Whensley

Swindon and North Wiltshire

Martyn Melvin

Tees Valley

Peter McLinn

Thames Valley

Suzanne Ingman

Wessex

Monica Key

West London

Jane Pepe

West of England

Lisa Wyatt-Jones

West of Scotland

Donald Gordon

West Yorkshire

Jean Mooney
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